
`5,00,000

Company Overview

Founded in 2014 & based in Mumbai, Welcome Cure is a one-stop destination that offers quality homeopathic treatment to 
people globally.  They provide Tele Medicine services to patients through online & Offline (through their clinics) through 
Doctors. Welcome Cure also offers corporate wellness programs for which they are partnering with corporates like (Aditya 
Birla) health insurance partners where they provide online consultation services to their premier clientele. Apart from this they 
also provide Doc Solution which is one of the unique telemedicine platforms for Doctors who are looking to build their own 
website and online clinic.

Homeopathy is the second largest Medical System Globally which is legally practiced in more than 100 countries with 400 
Million+ Users, given the large opportunity in this space, the founder’s which come with a very strong and rich experience of 
almost 4 generations into Homeopathy identified that currently the Patients are having lack of access to Quality Doctors apart 
from this Easy & Convenient access and branded & effective solutions are limited and hence the founders came up with a 
one-stop destination that offers quality homeopathic treatment to people globally with the help of technology, Quality 
Medicines and remote, continuous and holistic care. 

The company is currently offering end to end solutions in the Homeopathy space, they not only cater patients but also help 
Doctors in India and globally by offering their Doc Solution which is a complete tech support for Doctors who want to create 
an online presence and cater more patients.

i) Telemedicine - They provide online & Offline (through their clinics) consultation to customers through Doctors, Once the 
consultation is done and the customers agrees then there are various plans which the customers.

ii) Corporate & Institutional Sales - They are partnering with corporates like (Aditya Birla) health insurance partners where they 
provide online consultation services to their premier clientele.

iii) Doc Solution – They are building a Shopify kind of solution for Doctors – through which Doctors can build their own website 
and online clinic.

Welcome Cure has recorded a very good traction in the last couple of years, they have recorded a revenue of INR 11.1 CR in 
FY22, currently they are serving customers in more than 36 countries and have more than 2 Million customers as compared 
to 45,000 in 2015, they have a cumulative revenue of more than INR 25 CR for tele medicine and they have been PAT positive 
since last 2 years.
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• Cumulative Tele-medicine Revenues of 25 crores+
• Homeopathy tech - Users in 140+ Countries with 100K+ users of Mobile Apps & Software
• Group numbers - F.Y 21-22 Provisional Numbers - Sales of INR 11.1 crores & PAT at 9%
• Software business - 15K Paid Software Users



They are currently earning revenues through various services – 

i) Telemedicine - They provide online & Offline (through their clinics) consultation to customers through Doctors, Once the 
consultation is done and the customers agrees then there are various plans which the customers can opt for and the 
pricing for this plans starts from INR 4500 for 3 months which goes upto INR 20K for 1 year, in this they get Homeopathy 
medicines which are delivered to their homes. Also they provide telemedicine service to the rural areas through B2G 
channel where they connect the rural patients online to the doctor and once they are done with the consultation they start 
with the plans.

ii) Corporate & Institutional Sales - They are partnering with corporates like (Aditya Birla) health insurance partners where 
they provide online consultation services to their premier clientele.

iii) Doc Solution - They are building a Shopify kind of solution for Doctors – through which Doctors can build their own 
website and online clinic. The solutions which are included in Doc Solution are Creating Online Clinic & Website, Creating 
global presence, Electronic Medical Records, Practice Management Module and Marketing Support.  There are around 15K 
paid software users. The pricing for Doc Solution is INR 9999 annually and Doc Solution plus is priced at INR 18K.

Dr. Jawahar has more than 45 years of experience. He has completed his MD. in Homeopathy  from PG 
London. He has been an experienced Homoepathic Clinician, technocrat & Academician.

Dr. Jawahar Shah  | Founder & Chief Mentor 

Founding Team

Punit is a serial Entrepreneur with experience in Renewable Energy, Home-Shopping, IT. He has completed 
his MBA from Swinburne University, Australia.

Punit Desai | Co –Founder & CEO

Nidhi has more than 10 years of business experience in IT and she has completed her MBA from Swinburne 
University of Technology, Melbourne, Australia.

Nidhi Desai | Co – Founder & COO

Business model and Revenue model 

Market Opportunity
Homeopathy is the 2nd largest Medical system globally which is Legally Practiced in 100+ Countries and there are 400+ 
million regular users.
The homeopathic products market size is expected to hit around US$ 19.7 billion by 2030 and is expanding growth at a 
CAGR of 12.3%
The global telemedicine market size was USD 41.63 billion in 2019. The market is projected to grow from USD 79.79 billion 
to USD 396.7 billion in 2027 at a CAGR of 25.8% in the 20 – 27 periods.

UNIQUE
TREATMENT
PROTOCOL



Why to Invest 

1
End to End service provider for Patients and Doctors in the Homeopathy space: Welcome cure not only focuses on 
providing telemedicine and homeopathy services to patients, but they also focus on providing software solution for 
homeopathy doctors who want to build their own website and online clinic. The founders come with a very rich background 
of Homeopathy with almost 4 generations of their families practicing Homeopathy, hence they understand this space very 
well and are aware of the remedies, hence they are leveraging technology by providing a AI based tool for Homeopathy 
Doctors, this helps them to collect data.

2
Massive market opportunity in India and globally: Homeopathy is the 2nd largest Medical system globally which is legally 
Practiced in 100+ Countries and there are 400+ million regular users, this creates a massive market opportunity for Welcome 
Cure in India and globally as well, with their Doc Solution they have already established a global footprint as their software is 
been used by more than 15K users from more than 36 countries. The homeopathic products market size is also expected to 
hit around US$ 19.7 billion by 2030 and is expanding growth at a CAGR of 12.3% which creates a massive opportunity for 
Welcome Cure in this space.

3
Promising traction with future growth plans:  Welcome Cure has gained a very promising traction in the last couple of 
years, so far they have served customers in 36+ countries and their cumulative Tele – Medicine revenue is more than INR 25 
CRs, in 2021 they have crossed 2 Million users and have clocked revenue of INR 7 CR in FY22. They have been PAT positive since 
last 2 years. They have also entered the Corporate Wellness space and are working with Insurance companies like Aditya Birla 
life Insurance where they are providing online consultation services for their premiere clientele. Their plan is to expand their 
offline presence through hybrid e- clinics and partnering with more B2B players (expanding more corporate clients).

4
Backed by strong founders who come with a 4 generation legacy in the Homeopathy space :  Welcome Cure is led by Dr. 
Jawahar Shah, who is the veteran in the Homeopathy industry, Dr. Jawahar comes with a strong background. He has more 
than 45 years of experience in the industry and has been a Homeopathic Clinician, technocrat & Academician. Dr. Jawahar 
brings his experience and expertise on the table to drive the business smoothly, apart from that, Punit Desai comes with rich 
experience in the Renewable Energy, Home-Shopping and IT. He has been a serial entrepreneur who adds more value onto 
the table helping Welcome Cure achieve newer heights and create a brand value in the homeopathy space.

Financials
MIS

Projections

Particulars Jan'22 Feb'22 Mar'22 Apr'22 May'22 Jun'22 

Software Sales 3,961,866  2,763,183  4,420,328 3,337,765 2,755,980 4,356,437 

e-Learning 219,404  129,213  157,079  82,766 65,450 180,547  

Tele-Medicine 17,770,351  3,512,123  567,544  6,367,230 1,097,698 667,380  

Corporate & 
Institutional 

Business 
- 750,000   - - 750,000  

Docsolution 281,499  204,998  37,998 150,132  152,997  244,985  

Total 22,233,120  7,359,517  5,182,949  9,937,893  4,072,125  6,199,349  

Particulars FY20 FY21 FY22 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5
Tele-consult business 31,145,952       48,099,942      62,871,696        193,146,069     600,242,870    605,715,200     622,474,741      692,725,440        

Doc Solution NIL 2,110,642        6,284,565          44,114,292        144,287,327    232,083,425     327,114,381      400,863,488        

Software 32,337,323       44,950,440      38,895,290        29,206,305        90,322,398      142,501,737     262,077,888      346,302,793        

Other Income 3,549,658         2,519,193        3,836,140          

Total Revenues 67,032,933       97,680,217      111,887,691      266,466,665     834,852,596    980,300,362     1,211,667,010  1,439,891,721     

Costs by Business 90,621,637       86,266,366      107,246,085      461,638,244     934,630,469    781,632,135     905,414,509      1,053,457,149     

EBIDTA (23,588,704)     11,413,851      4,641,606          (261,982,349)    (175,006,939)  119,025,392     221,391,641      296,039,799        

PAT (23,929,031)     12,642,749      5,062,112          (204,293,637)    (141,498,954)  77,906,544       154,193,731      210,179,849        



Fund Requirement

Previous funding round

Cap table details

Fund 
Requirement 

Commitment 
received 

Name of the investor 
who has committed for 
this round 

Pre Money-Valuation  
Funds sought for HEM 
angels 

INR 10 CR INR 2.5 Cr IPV INR 70 CR INR 7.5 Cr 

Fund Usage:   
Customer Acquisation - 40%, Team - 20%, Tech - 20% and Hybrid e-Clinics - 20% 

Date Amount Investor(s) 
Pre Money-
Valuation 

2018 INR 1.5 Cr 
 

Bennett Coleman & Co. Ltd.,  
Lal Chand Singh (1 crore),  
Venture Land Asia (30 lacs),  
Riteish & Genelia Deshmukh (20 lacs) 

INR 12.1 CR 

(Post Money) 

Cap Table % Holdings 

 

Founders

 

51

 
Mind Technologies 49 

(Welcome Cure)

(Mind Technologies – Parent Company)

Cap Table % Holdings 

Founders 98 

Empower Financial Services LLP 2 

HEM SECURITIES LTD.

Disclaimer: Investment in startup involve high degree of risk. Though we provide you with our own internal assessment & diligence, we cannot give you all 
the information necessary to make investment judgment. The views in the documents represent personal views of the respective Hem Angels lead, co leads 
and experts based on the past financial performance, future projections and estimate shared by startup. Each investing member should apply their own 
reasonable judgment based on their risk appetite and individual understanding of the concerned business before taking the investment decision.

022 49060066 | startup@hemsecurities.com
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